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ABSTRACT

19 For most laser-driven ion acceleration applications, a well-characterized intense ion beam with a low divergence and a controllable energy
20 spectrum produced at a high repetition rate is needed. Gas-jet targets have given promising results in simulations, and they have several tech-
21 nical advantages for high-repetition-rate lasers. In this work, we report on proton acceleration to energies up to 6MeV using a supersonic H2
22 gas-jet target at the LULI PICO2000 laser facility. The experimental results are compared with the plasma hydrodynamics and the particle-
23 in-cell simulations to identify the acceleration mechanisms at play.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5116337

24 I. INTRODUCTION
25 Laser-driven ion acceleration techniques are under rapid devel-
26 opment due to a large potential range of applications.1,2 For most of
27 them, a well-characterized intense ion beam with a well-defined energy
28 distribution is needed. This requires the quantitative optimization of
29 the laser-matter interaction parameters. Numerical simulations help to
30 identify the most appropriate parameters related to the explored accel-
31 eration mechanism. Nevertheless, the experimental phase of such an
32 optimization work is quite time consuming. Now, with the new gener-
33 ation of high-power laser facilities operating at a high repetition rate
34 (as APOLLON in France,3 ELI pillars in Europe,4 or VEGA in Spain5),
35 this is more accessible.
36 Solid targets are used for ion acceleration in most experiments
37 for their high density, the simplicity of fabrication, and alignment.
38 However, the replacement and the realignment of the target are man-
39 datory after each laser shot, and the interaction generates debris that
40 damages the optical elements. A large effort has been made to develop
41 fast-moving, high-repetition-rate target holders which contain several
42 solid targets. Even if considerable improvement has been achieved,
43 avoiding debris deposition and target replacement after several shots

44still represent a challenge. A particular kind of solid target, which can
45be regenerated in situ, is cryogenic ribbons.6,7 These could be clean
46sources of protons or deuterons, free of contaminants and operating at
47a high repetition rate. For instance, a flux of 109 protons/MeV/sr with
48a maximum energy of 18MeV was reported at the 150 TW ultrashort
49pulse laser Draco, HZDR with a planar (20� 2lm2) cryogenic
50hydrogen jet.7 The acceleration regime was Target Normal Sheath
51Acceleration (TNSA) producing broad energy distributions.8

52Another option consists of using liquid targets as water drop-
53lets9–12 or liquid crystal films.13 In 2018, Hilz et al.12 observed proton
54bunches with energies between 20 and 40MeV using the PHELIX PW
55laser at GSI delivering 500 fs pulses with an energy of 150 J. The accel-
56eration mechanism reported is the Coulomb repulsion.
57Near-critical-density gas-jet targets are an interesting alternative
58for the acceleration of different ion species as they can be used at a
59high repetition rate and are debris-free. Moreover, a strong electro-
60static field inducing a more efficient ion acceleration than TNSA can
61be produced in near-critical-density plasmas. This acceleration scheme
62involving collisionless shock waves had been first introduced by Silva
63et al.14 for overdense plasma targets and expanded by d’Humières
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64 et al.15 to underdense ones. In near-critical-density plasmas using a
65 CO2 laser, Haberberger et al.

16 demonstrated that the laser-driven col-
66 lisionless shocks can accelerate proton beams to 20MeV with a narrow
67 energy spread of about 1% and a low emittance.
68 Gas jets are promising targets, and nozzles capable of generating
69 the required plasma densities have to be designed. Several results were
70 published using CO2 lasers, which correspond to a critical density (nc)
71 of 1019 cm�3.16–18 However, the presently developed high-energy
72 near-infrared lasers correspond to nc � 1021 cm�3, which are still very
73 challenging to produce with supersonic gas jets. Only a few experi-
74 ments have been performed so far. In 2013, Sylla et al.19 carried out
75 one with the “Salle Jaune” laser at LOA using a submillimetric super-
76 sonic 0.95 nc density helium jet from a conical nozzle. They observed
77 Heþ ions with energies of up to 250 keV in the transverse direction. In
78 2017, Chen et al.20 at the TITAN laser facility at LLNL used a super-
79 sonic 2.5 nc density hydrogen jet from a rectangular nozzle and
80 observed protons with energies of up to 0.8MeV in the longitudinal
81 direction.
82 We have developed a series of near-critical gas-jet targets for
83 1lm wavelength lasers. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simula-
84 tions have been performed to design the corresponding supersonic
85 gas-jet nozzles. The target density profiles were measured by interfer-
86 ometry and compared with the simulation results. More details have
87 been published in Refs. 21 and 22.
88 In this paper, we report on the proton acceleration of up to
89 6MeV in a high-density H2 gas jet at the PICO2000 laser facility at
90 LULI. Hereinafter, the setup and the experimental results are pre-
91 sented. The latter are compared with the hydrodynamics and the
92 Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations.

93 II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
94 A 1000 bar Haskel gas booster coupled to a Clark-Cooper sole-
95 noid valve and a convergent-divergent conical nozzle (a 100lm throat
96 diameter, a 1mm length, and a 240lm exit diameter) were employed
97 to generate supersonic H2 gas-jet targets. The PICO2000 laser beam at
98 a wavelength k¼ 1053nm, a 1 ps pulse duration, and a 60 J energy
99 was focused on the gas jet, at 400lm from the nozzle exit, in a 12lm
100 Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) diameter spot providing an
101 intensity of 5� 1019 W/cm2. The Amplified Spontaneous Emission
102 (ASE) duration was of the order of 250 ps, with its level �106 below
103 the picosecond pulse maximum.
104 The gas-jet target alignment was achieved using the bottom and
105 the side views placed in the chamber. Four Thomson Parabolas (TP)
106 with their respective Imaging Plate detectors (IP) were used to detect
107 and resolve the accelerated ions in charge and energy. They were
108 placed at 0�, 30�, 70�, and 80� with respect to the laser axis (Fig. 1).
109 They were shielded by lead walls for a signal-to-background ratio
110 improvement and were equipped with pinholes at their entrances for a
111 better energy resolution. BAS-TR and BAS-MS IPs from the Fuji
112 Photo-Film Co. Ltd., were used and analyzed using a FUJIFILM FLA-
113 700 reader. The IP response function to protons has been taken from
114 Ref. 23. All TPs have been calibrated in energy at the AIFIRA accelera-
115 tor facility at CENBG,24 in the energy range from 500 keV to 3.5MeV.
116 The uncertainties in the energy value and in the number of protons/
117 MeV/sr (Np/MeV/sr) were calculated assuming that all variables (solid
118 angle, response function, number ofAQ2 PSL, energy calibration) are statis-
119 tically independent and summing their variances. The energy is

120measured with an accuracy of about 3%. The accuracy of Np/MeV/sr
121is about 50% at low energies and about 20% at high energies.
122The BAS-MS films have a 9lm protective layer which stops pro-
123tons with energies lower than 600 keV, while the BAS-TR films are
124layer-free. Examples of the proton spectra in Fig. 2 show about a one
125order of magnitude difference in their background levels. The BAS-TR
126IPs display a background of (1.9� 109 6 1.4� 109) protons/MeV/sr,
127while for the BAS-MS IPs, it is (0.25� 109 6 0.22� 109) protons/
128MeV/sr. This is probably due to their different sensibility to UV light.
129Therefore, we chose to employ the BAS-MS IPs despite the loss of the
130lowest part of the energy distribution.

FIG. 2. Proton energy spectra recorded at 30� from two analog shots using both
types of IPs. The one in orange is from a BAS-TR IP, while the green one is from
the BAS-MS IP. Dashed lines indicate the detection limit corresponding to the mean
value of the background level plus two times its variance.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup at the LULI facility: PICO2000 high-power laser was
incident on a high-density H2 gas jet. Four Thomson Parabolas (TPs) equipped
with Imaging Plate detectors (IPs) were placed at 0�, 30�, 70�, and 80� with
respect to the laser axis.
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131 III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
132 Figure 3 shows the typical spectra obtained with the laser focused
133 at the center of the gas jet. About 1011 protons/MeV/sr in a continuous
134 energy distribution of up to 1.5MeV are observed in the longitudinal
135 direction (0�). A similar flux in that same energy range is also observed
136 in the other directions (30� and 70�). Furthermore, a second structure
137 of up to 2.5MeV is observed in the transverse direction containing
138 1010 protons/MeV/sr. Unfortunately, the TP at 80� was not in place
139 on these first shots.
140 The proton maximum energy was increased when the laser was
141 focused at the rising slope of the gas-jet density profile, at about 70lm
142 from its center. Figure 4 shows the typical spectra recorded in this con-
143 figuration. Besides the structures already presented in Fig. 3, an addi-
144 tional peak at 2.3MeV is observed at 0�. A high proton flux (about
145 1011 protons/MeV/sr) in the energy range of up to 3MeV is also
146 observed in the transverse direction.
147 It is worth noting that the angular position and the energy of the
148 peaked structure at 0� in Fig. 4 are highly dependent on the laser and

149the target parameters. Small variations of these (for example, lower
150maximum density of the gas jet and laser fluctuations) can shift the
151peak to the transverse directions (70� and 80�) and to higher energies
152(3.3MeV), as seen in Fig. 5. In addition, a plateau structure in the
153energy range of 2–3MeV is observed at 30�. Similar features in the
154transverse direction can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.
155The effect of ASE on the proton spectra was also studied. The
156level of ASE is controlled by the variation of the timing of two Pockels
157cells which isolate the main short picosecond pulse from the amplified
158nanosecond background. Figure 6 presents the proton energy distribu-
159tion when the ASE level is reduced at the minimum achievable. The
160spectra display more complex structures. The proton flux at 80� is
161smaller than in previous shots, while the maximum energy at 0� is
162higher. Three particular features can be seen on the spectrum in the
163longitudinal direction. The proton flux drops from 1011 to 109 in the
164energy range between 0.5 and 2MeV. Then, it increases up to 1010

165between 1.7 and 3MeV, and a third peak with a flux of 5� 109 is

FIG. 3. Proton energy spectra at 0� (red), 30� (blue), and 70� (green) obtained
with the laser focused at the center of the jet.

FIG. 4. Proton energy spectra at 0� (red), 30� (blue), 70� (green), and 80� (black)
obtained with the laser focused at the rising slope of the jet density profile.

FIG. 5. Proton energy spectra at 0� (red), 30� (blue), 70� (green), and 80� (black)
obtained with the laser focused at the rising slope of the jet density profile.

FIG. 6. Proton energy spectra at 0� (red), 30� (blue), 70� (green), and 80� (black)
obtained with the laser focused at the rising slope of the jet density profile. The
ASE level was reduced for this shot.
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166 observed in the range of 4.3–5.3MeV. Another peak at the energy of
167 3.4MeV can also be seen at 70�.

168 IV. HYDRODYNAMICS AND PIC SIMULATIONS
169 Numerical simulations with the two-dimensional Particle-in-
170 Cell (2D PIC) code, PICLS,25 were used for the interpretation of the
171 measured proton spectra. The PICO2000 laser parameters at the
172 normal incidence and the s-polarization were used as inputs. The
173 temporal and the spatial laser intensity profiles are described by the
174 truncated Gaussian functions. The laser temporal pulse is truncated
175 at 2 ps. The pulse is injected at the left side of the simulation box
176 (600� 160 lm2) at a time t¼ 0. Assuming that the high-intensity
177 laser pulse fully ionizes the gas, the target is described as a 380 lm
178 length plasma of electrons and protons. The mesh size is 80 nm,

179and 15 particles of each species were used in each cell. Physical pro-
180cesses are simulated during 3.6 ps with a time step of 0.267 fs.
181Absorbing boundary conditions for the fields and the particles are
182applied.
183The plasma density profile in the PIC simulations accounts for
184the interaction of the laser ASE with the initial gas density profile. This
185has been modeled with the 3D hydrodynamic code FLASH.26 In this
186simulation, the gas jet is contained in a cylinder of a 200lm diameter
187center on the maximum of its radial density profile. The dimensions
188of the simulation box are 560� 120� 120 lm3, and the center of the
189cylinder is at x0 ¼ 290lm from the laser arrival side. The prepulse
190radial distribution is the same as the main pulse one with the maxi-
191mum intensity reduced by a factor of 106 (corresponding to the cut of
1921 ns on the Pockels cell timing).
193For example, Fig. 7 shows the initial Gaussian density profile of
194the gas jet (dashed line) and the calculated density profile (solid line)
195in the laser propagation direction 240 ps after the start of the simula-
196tion, which is of the order of the ASE duration in the experiment. The
197left part of the initial density profile is dramatically modified, and a
198shock is formed with a peak of approximately twice the original den-
199sity. The exact location of the peak and its magnitude depend on the
200ASE duration which has not been precisely measured in this experi-
201ment. The consequences of a different density profile are discussed at
202the end of Sec. IV. A low-density plasma remains in the left part of the
203density profile.
204In Fig. 8, a 2D slice of the 3D electron density calculated with the
205code FLASH at t¼ 240 ps is represented. It shows that the laser pene-
206trates up to the critical density and produces a density channel in the
207gas jet. It is worth noting that the density on the y axis is constant over
208the focal spot diameter of 12lm; therefore a constant y density is
209introduced in the PIC simulations.
210The plasma density profile used as input in the PIC simulations
211is shown in Fig. 9(1). To simplify the calculations, the plasma density
212on the x axis is assumed to be constant (�1019 cm�3) for x< 185lm
213and increases to the maximum value of �2.4 � 1021 cm�3 over a

FIG. 7. Dashed line: the initial density profile of the gas jet based on measure-
ments. Solid line: the density profile calculated with the FLASH code taking into
account the laser ASE and used as input in the PIC simulations.

FIG. 8. 2D slice of the 3D electron density in the FLASH simulation at t¼ 240 ps, the time of the main pulse arrival.
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214 distance of 5lm, (x¼ 190lm in the PIC simulation corresponds to
215 x0 ¼ 297lm in FLASH simulations since the left edge of the plasma
216 was defined as x¼ 0 in the PIC simulations). For x> 200lm, the ini-
217 tial Gaussian profile has been used without any modification. Sharp
218 plasma borders generate artifacts in the PIC simulation. Since real gas
219 edges are not sharp, a slope of 15% of the plasma length was used at
220 each border of the plasma in order to minimize this effect. Particles
221 accelerated in these parts are not considered in the analysis. The initial
222 plasma temperature is set to zero.
223 The PIC simulation results are presented in Fig. 9 for the particle
224 energy density at four consecutive instants and are discussed in detail
225 in the following sectionsAQ6 :

226 • t¼ 1 ps, laser penetrates to the density of �1019 cm�3 [Fig. 9(a),
227 Sec. IVA];
228 • t¼ 1.8 ps, laser attains the maximum plasma density of >nc [Fig.
229 9(b), Sec. IV B];
230 • t¼ 2.3 ps, soon after [Fig. 9(c), Sec. IV B]; and
231 • t¼ 3.6 ps, at the end of the simulation [Fig. 9(d), Sec. IVC].

232A. Laser interaction with the underdense plasma
233As the laser penetrates in the underdense plasma, the electrons
234are heated and expelled radially by the laser ponderomotive force. A
235channel is formed, and the protons are accelerated radially by the
236charge separation electric field. At t¼ 1 ps, self-focusing and self-
237channeling of the laser pulse are observed. These are due to the elec-
238tron expulsion by the laser ponderomotive force and the relativistic
239increase in the electron mass. As the laser pulse power is larger than
240the critical power of self-focusing, multiple filaments are formed
241[Fig. 9(a)].
242The proton phase spaces at t¼ 1 ps are shown in Fig. 10. At first,
243the protons are accelerated at the plasma edge x¼ 0. However, the
244radial acceleration dominates: the transverse momentum, py, displayed
245in Fig. 10(b) is much larger than the longitudinal one, px, shown in
246Fig. 10(a).
247The proton angular energy distribution in the forward (px � 0)
248direction is displayed in Fig. 11. Most of the protons are accelerated in
249the transverse direction during the laser channeling in the underdense

FIG. 9. (1) Proton density profile (in nc
units) at t¼ 0 ps. (2) Evolution of the pro-
ton energy density (in relativistic units,
ncmec2) in the PIC simulation: (a) t¼ 1
ps, (b) 1.8 ps, (c) 2.3 ps, and (d) 3.6 ps.
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250 plasma. This particular feature of gas-jet experiments has been
251 reported even in the case of helium acceleration.19,27–31

252 B. Laser interaction with the overcritical plasma
253 At t¼ 1.8 ps when the laser pulse reaches the maximum target
254 density, one observes more complex interaction processes. Figure
255 12(a) evidence a collisionless shock formed at x¼ 185 lm which
256 accelerates protons both forward and backward (see the red box).
257 This shock is the result of the laser intensity profile steepening: the
258 increased radiation pressure pushes the plasma density forward,
259 and the so-called hole boring process takes place [Fig. 9(b)].32 The
260 proton acceleration in the shock is essentially longitudinal.
261 However, there is a small component in the transverse direction as
262 shown in Fig. 12(b).

263The angular energy distribution of protons accelerated in the for-
264ward direction is presented in Fig. 13(a). Similarly to the previous
265instant shown in Fig. 11, the majority of protons are accelerated in the
266transverse direction. However, there is a small fraction of protons that
267are accelerated in the longitudinal direction. Figure 13(b) confirms their
268origin: the angular energy distribution of the protons accelerated in the
269interval x¼ 185lm and x¼ 210lm presents a forward energetic com-
270ponent as shown in the phase space in the red square in Fig. 12.
271In the hole boring process, the details of the shock instability
272strongly depend on the interaction conditions: the initial plasma tem-
273perature and the density profile.33 Figure 14(b) shows the shock-
274accelerated protons in the direction of 50� with energies of up to
27525MeV higher than those accelerated by laser channeling (up to
27615MeV). Furthermore, in Fig. 15, which represents the spatial distri-
277bution of the period-averaged electromagnetic laser energy at t¼ 2.3
278ps, one can see that most part of the laser is reflected at x¼ 185lm,
279except for a small part in which the direction is also bent.

280C. Longer times: Laser beam collapse
281The laser beam, which has deviated from its initial propagation
282direction, cannot penetrate further in the plasma. For t> 2.5 ps in the
283simulation [Fig. 9(d)], we observe the laser beam collapse as previously
284reported in Ref. 19.
285Figure 16 shows the simulated proton energy distribution in the
286directions where TPs were set in the experiment within 10� wide angu-
287lar windows. The spectra at all angles are continuously decreasing,
288while at the angles of 0� and 30�, there is a second plateau structure at
289a high energy. The latter is due to the particles accelerated by the colli-
290sionless shock, already analyzed in Sec. IVB and observed in Fig. 14.

291D. Discussion
292The goal of these simulations was to interpret the measured pro-
293ton spectra and understand their origins. Figure 16 allows to compare
294the simulated energy distributions with the measured ones (Sec. III).
295However, it is worth noting that the maximum energies and the higher
296particle fluxes are found at 50� in the simulation (Fig. 14).

FIG. 10. Proton phase space histogram at time t¼ 1 ps: (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse momenta as a function of the longitudinal coordinate.

FIG. 11. Angular energy distribution of forward (px � 0) accelerated protons at
t¼ 1 ps.
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297 Isotropic acceleration with an average flux of 1011 protons/MeV/sr in
298 the energy range of up to 1.5MeV, observed in the experiment, is well
299 reproduced in the PIC simulation. The energy range is higher than in the
300 experiment, which can be explained by the fact that proton energies can be
301 overestimated in 2D simulations.34 This broad angle acceleration is present
302 because the laser interacts first with a smooth plasma density profile. Its
303 maximum energy depends on the length of the laser path before collapse.
304 We also succeeded to identify the collisionless shock produced
305 in the hole boring process as the origin of the plateau in the proton
306 energy distribution at near forward directions. The energy range of
307 the plateau and the direction of the proton propagation depend on
308 the initial conditions: the characteristics of the laser pulse and the
309 ASE level. It was observed that the initial shock direction was the lon-
310 gitudinal one. However, the deviation of the laser beam affects the
311 angular distribution of the energy plateau at longer times. In particu-
312 lar, it is influenced by the laser self-focusing in the underdense
313 plasma. The subsequent filaments of the laser beam interact sepa-
314 rately with the steepest part of the density profile producing their
315 deflection. In the experiment, the laser interacts with the gas before

316x¼ 0 due to the smooth border of the gas profile. This means that the
317laser may not, in fact, focus at the simulated focal point and the curva-
318ture of its trajectory can be different from the simulated one. It is
319highly probable that the laser beam bends to higher angles inducing a
320plateau structure in the transverse direction as seen in the experiment.
321Concerning the ASE level, the worst contrast may generate a less steep
322density slope at x¼ 185lm, leading to smaller plateau structures.
323A striking feature of the experimental energy spectra is the
324peaked structures. They are measured at different angles depending on
325the laser shot. In the simulation spectrum shown in Fig. 17, a high-
326energy particle bunch separated from the principal structure is also
327observed at 12MeV in the 23� direction. These types of features are
328highly dependent on the initial parameters of the simulation and, in
329this case, are not predicted at the angles where the parabolas were
330placed in the experiment.

331V. CONCLUSION
332In our experiment, proton acceleration is observed at 0�, 30�,
33370�, and 80� using a supersonic H2 gas-jet target. An isotropic

FIG. 12. Proton phase space histogram at time t¼ 1.8 ps: (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse momenta as a function of the longitudinal coordinate.

FIG. 13. Angular energy distribution of (a) all forward-accelerated protons and (b) forward protons accelerated between x¼ 185 lm and x¼ 210lm at t¼ 1.8 ps.
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334acceleration with a flux of 1011 protons/MeV/sr is measured at low
335energies of up to 1.5MeV. Furthermore, a second structure with a con-
336stant flux of particles (plateau) is observed in the transverse directions,
337sometimes even at 30� (Fig. 5). During the experiment, we have veri-
338fied the advantage of focusing the laser at the rising slope of the gas
339density profile and of the use of a cleaner pulse by reducing the ASE
340level. In the best conditions, a maximum energy of 6MeV was
341observed in the longitudinal direction. Energy spectra were success-
342fully explained using plasma hydrodynamics and the PIC simulation
343codes. Self-focusing and self-channeling of the laser beam were
344observed in the underdense part of the plasma. It is responsible for the
345transverse acceleration reported. Moreover, a dramatic change of the
346density profile, produced by the reduction of the ASE level, induces a
347collisionless shock during the hole boring process. This shock acceler-
348ates protons to higher energies creating plateau structures in the spec-
349tra. Energetic peaked structures are observed at different angles in
350several shots which were also found in the simulations.
351To our knowledge, these are the first significant high-energy pro-
352ton spectra from the proton acceleration experiments when high-
353power infrared lasers interact with the supersonic gas-jet targets. As

FIG. 14. Angular energy distribution of (a) all forward-accelerated protons and (b) forward shock protons accelerated in the interval x¼ 185 lm to x¼ 250lm at t¼ 2.3 ps.

FIG. 15. Period-averaged electromagnetic laser energy Ez2þ Ey2þ (cBz)2 at
2.3 ps.

FIG. 16. Forward proton energy distribution at 3.6 ps from the PIC simulations. A
10� wide angular window was taken for each spectrum.

FIG. 17. Forward proton energy distribution at 3.6 ps from the PIC simulations from
21� to 23�.
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354 explained above, a less than 1MeV proton energy was reported in
355 Refs. 19 and 20.
356 In the future, we want to improve the gas-jet density profile in
357 order to enhance the collisionless shock acceleration in the longitudi-
358 nal direction with respect to other processes. This will be achieved by
359 designing new nozzles and adding optical shaping of the plasma
360 target.35
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